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Congruences modulo 8 for class numbers h and /z* of Q(fi) and Q?(G) are 
obtained, 3 <nz E Z squarefree. Let E = I + u fi be the fundamental unit of 
Q(h), then h* ~3ruh if THE l(4); h* ~(1 +2u2) tub if m=2(4); 2h* =3tuh if 
m=3(8); tuh=O if m=7(8). And if E=(a+bfi)/2, aEhl(2). then 
h*=(aFl+(lbN(.s))ab)h,where41aFl. ? 1989 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. MAIN RESULTS 
Suppose that 
K= Q(&J), K*=Q(JG) 
are quadratic extensions over rationals Q, where 3 <m E Z is a squarefree 
positive integer. Let h(m) and h( -m) be the class numbers of K and K*, 
E > 1 be the fundamental unit of K, and 
&=tfU h t,uen 
or 
E = (a + h J;II)jZ, a-b- 1 (mod2), a, bEZ. 
Let N(E) be the norm of E from K to Q. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that m E 1 (mod 4); then 
h( -m) = 3tuh(m) (mod 8 1, ifE=t+U&; 
and 
h( -m) = (a + 1 + ab( 1 - N(E)))h(m) (mod 8), 
Q” E=(a+b./%)/2, a=b=l (mod2) 
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where 4 divides a+ 1. In particular, h( -m)= &-2h(m) (mod 8) if rn= 5 
(mod 8) and N(E) = - 1; and h( -m) -0 or 4h(m) (mod 8) otherwise. 
Moreover, we have the following facts when m = 1 (mod 4). If N(E) = 1, 
then u=O (mod 4), t E + 1 (mod 8), and h( -m) = uh(m) (mod 8). If 
N(E)=-1, then url (mod2), and (i) t=O (mod4), h(-m)=th(m) 
(mod 8) when m= 1 (mod 8); (ii) t=2 (mod 4), h(-m)-3tuh(m)- 
+2h(m) (mod 8) when m = 5 (mod 8). 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that 2 #m E 2 (mod 4); then 
h(-m)=(l+2u2)tuh(m) (mod 8). 
THEOREM 3. (1) Suppose that 3 #m = 3 (mod 8); then 
2h( -m) = 3tuh(m) (mod 8). 
(2) Suppose that m E 7 (mod 8); then 
tub(m) = 0 (mod 8 ), 
and tu-0 (mod4), t+u=l (mod2). 
We will prove the above theorems by using p-adic L-functions. 
2. p-ADIC L-FUNCTIONS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS 
We use the notations of [ 1 ] and its convention of embedding C/Q into 
CJQ,; the latter is an algebraically closed p-adic field. For any Dirichlet 
character 1 and any prime p, there is a p-adic L-function L,(s, x) such that 
L,(l-n,~)= -(l-do-“(p)p”-‘)n~‘B,,,,~., n3 1, (2.1) 
where o is the Teichmiiller character for p, and B,,, is the generalized 
Bernoulli number. If K is a totally real abelian numer field of degree n then 
2”-‘h(k) ~,(K);Jdo= n (1 -x(P)/P) ’ &(l> XL 
rep 
X*1 
(2.2) 
where h(K), RP( K), d(K), and k denote class number, p-adic regulator, 
discriminant, and character group of K, respectively. Besides, the sign of 
R,(K)/y/do can be determined canonically [ 11. By Kudo [2] or 
Shiratani [3], we have 
(mod 23) (2.3) 
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for x not being of second kind with respect to 2 (i.e., not both order and 
conductor of x are powers of 2). 
Now for a real quadratic field K= Q(,/&), m # 2 squarefree, we know 
that Z?= (x), x = (d(K)/. ) is the Kronecker symbol, and that x is not of 
second kind. By (2.1) and (2.2) we have 
2h(m) MK)(l - x(~)P)/J~W 
= L,(L xl 
= uo, xl 
= - (1 - x0;‘(2)) &o&T’ - (mod 8), (2.4) 
where o2 is the character modulo 4 and oz(a) = a (mod 4) for odd a. Let 
x* = xo;~‘, K* = Q(p); then obviously R* = (x*). Since 
h( -m) = W( -@,,,*), 
where W is the numer of unity in K* (see [ 1 ] ), we have 
h(m) log2 ~(2 - S))IJ4K) = 4 -m)(l - x*V)b (mod 8), (2.5) 
where log, denotes the 2-adic logarithm function (so R,(K) = log, E), and 
r=l (ifm#3)orf(ifm=3). 
3. THE CASE m = 1 (mod 4) 
Suppose that m = 1 (mod 4). Then d(K) =m, d(K*) = -4m, x*(2) = 0. 
By (2.5) we have 
h(m).log,c(2-;((2))/&=h(-m) (mod 8). (3.1) 
We can always assume that 
&‘=t+U At LMEZ (e= 1 or 3). (3.2) 
In fact, if E = (a + b J&)/2, a = b = 1 (mod 2), then a2 - b2m = f  4, 
1-m-4 (mod8); so m-5 (mod8). And we have c’=t*/%+u*&/& 
where t* = a(~? + 3b’m) = 0, u* = b(3a2 + b2m) = 0 (mod 8). 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that m = 1 (mod 4), E’ = t + u &, t, u E Z, e = 1 or 
3. Then 
(i) Ift=u+l-1 (mod2), then N(s)=l, 41u, t=+l (mod8). (In 
fact, t- +l (mod32) ifu=O (mod8); t- f9 (mod32) ifu-4 (mods).) 
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(ii) Zft-u+ 1 =O (mod2), then N(E)= -1, and 
(A) 4 ( t; u = + 1 or f 3 (mod 8) according to m = 1 or 9 (mod 16); 
(B) 2 11 t; u = f 1 or + 3 (mod 8) according to m = 5 or 13 
(mod 16). 
Proof: By t2-u2m= fl, we know tzu+l (mod2). If t~u+l=l 
(mod 2), then t2 - u2m = 1 (mod 8), u2m E 0 (mod 8), so 4 1 U, N(C) = 1. Let 
t=4k+l. By t2=u2m-1 (mod 16), we have k=O (mod2); so t- fl 
(mod8). Let f=8t,fr2, u=16u,+4 u2 with t, = 1 or 3. We can similarly 
prove the other part of (i), and (ii) can be proved in the same way. 
In case t E u + 1 = 1 (mod 2), we have 
e log, E = log, sC = log,( t + u JG) 
= log, t + u &i/t (mod 8). 
Put l+t=8t,, ~,E.Z. Then Tt=l-8t, and 
log, t = log,( T t) = log,( 1 - 8t,) = 0 (mod 8). 
Thus by (3.1) we have 
h(-m)=h(m).(2-X(2))turuh(m) (mod 8). 
In case t=u+ 1~0 (mod2), we have 
e log, E = log,(u JG) + log,( 1 + t/(24 fi)) 
E log, u + + log, m + t/( u 6) 
- t2/(2u2m) - t4/(4z4”m2) (mod 8). 
Note that log, u E u + 1 (mod S), where 4 1 u f 1; and 
~log2m=~log,(l+(m-1))~~(m-1+(m-1)2/2) (mod 8). 
Ifm-1 (mod8), then4lt, elog,s-u+l+(m-1)/2+t, so 
h( -m) 3 (uk 1 + t + (m - 1)/2)h(m) = th(m) (mod 8) 
since uf 1 +(m- 1)/2=0 (mod 8) by Lemma 1. 
If m = 5 (mod 8), then 2 11 t, and 
e log, s = u rf: 1 + (m - 1)/2 - (m - 1 )2/4 + t/(24 JG) - t2/2 -- t4/4 
E u * 1 + t2/2 + (m - 1)/2 + t/(u &) (mod 8) 
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since (m- 1)*/4= t4/4=4 (mod 8). By (3.1) and x(2)= -1, we have 
h( -m) E 3e(u * 1 + tu - P/2 + (m - 1)/2)h(m) (mod 8). 
By Lemma 1, we have 
h( -m) = 3etuh(m) (mod 8). 
Therefore we obtain 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that m = 1 (mod 4) &e = t + u fi, t, u E Z, e = 1 or 
3. Then we have the following congruences module 8: 
i 
uh(m 1, if u-0 (mod 2); 
h( -m) = th(m), if t=O(mod2), m=l (mod8); 
3etuh(m), if t = 0 (mod 2), m = 5 (mod 8). 
The first congruence of Theorem 1 follows then from Lemma 1. To see 
the second congruence, suppose that E = (a + b &)/2, a = b = 1 (mod 2); 
then m-5 (mod 8). Let s3= t+u & as in (3.2). If N(E)= 1, then 
a* - b’m = 4 and u = 0 (mod 2) by Lemma 1. Hence 
u = b(3a’ + b*m)/8 = b(4a2 - 4)/8 = b(a2 - 1)/2. 
Thus u = 0 or 4 (mod 8) according to a = f 1 or f3 (mod 8). If 
N(E) = - 1, then a’- b2m = -4 and t = 0 (mod 2) by Lemma 1. Hence 
tu = ab(a’ + 3bzm)(3a’ + b2m)/64 = ab(a2 + 3)(a’ + 1)/4. 
Thus tu E a f 1 + 2ab (mod 8) in both cases a = + 1 and + 3 (mod 8). This 
proves Theorem 1. 
4. THE CASE m=2 (mod4) 
Suppose that m = 2 (mod 4), m # 2. Then d(K) = 4m, d( K* ) = - 4m, 
x(2)=x*(2) = 0. By (2.5) we have 
h(m) log, s/J%= h( -m) (mod 8). (4.1) 
Similarly as in the proof of Lemma 1, we can easily prove 
LEMMA 3. Let m = 2 (mod 4), E = t + u fi; then t is odd. 
(1) Zf u is euen then N( E ) = 1 and u = 0 or 2 (mod 4) according to 
t= +l or &3 (mod8). 
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(2) Zfu is odd then N(E) = - 1 and m = 2 or 10 (mod 16) according to 
t= &1 or f3 (mod8). 
Note that log, t = t k 1 (mod 8) by Section 3, where 4 1 t + 1; so we have 
log, E = lo&( t + U &) = log, t + IO&( 1 + U ,/k/I) 
= log, t + II &JI - u2m/(2t2) + u3m &/(3t’) - u4m2/(4t4) 
+ u5m2 J&W) - u”m3/(6t6) - u8m4/(8rs) (mod 8). 
By Lemma 3 and calculating case by case, we obtain that 
log, E = 
i 
tu Jm (mod 8 1, if u is even; 
3ru J’k (mod 8), if u is odd. 
This proves Theorem 2. 
5. THE CASE m=3 (mod4) 
Suppose that m = 3 (mod 4); then d(K) = 4m, d(K*) = -m, x(2) = 0, 
x*(2) = f 1. It is well known that N(E) = 1. By (2.5) we have 
h(m)log,E/~-h(--m)(l--*(2))r (mod 8) (5.1 1 
Lemma 4. Suppose that m= 3 (mod 4), E= t + u fi. If t=u+ 1 = 1 
(mod2), thenr=fl (mod8)andu=O(mod4).Ift~u+l=O(mod2), 
then f = 0 or 2 (mod 4) according to m = 7 or 3 (mod 8). 
The proof is similar to those of Lemmas 1 and 3. 
Ift=u+l=l (mod2), then 
uh(m) = h( -m)( 1 -x*(2)) 
If t = u + 1~ 0 (mod 2). then we have 
log1 & = log,(u &) + log,( 1 + t/(u $0) = A + t/(u &) 
where 
A=uf1+(t2-m-1)/2-(m+1)‘/4-t4/4. 
(mod 81, 
(mod 8). 
(mod 8 ), 
By Lemma 4, we can easily check that A = 0 (mod 8); so by (5.1) we have 
mtuh(m) = h( -m)( 1 -x*(2)) r (mod 8). 
This proves Theorem 3. 
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Congruences for class numbers of cubic and quartic fields are also 
obtained by using p-adic L-functions [4, 51. M. Hikita [6] obtained for 
wz = 2 (mod 4) without a factor congruent to 3 (mod 4) that h( -m) = 
(2/(m/2)) tub(m) (mod 2’+2), where r is the number of primes dividing m/2. 
H. Lang and R. Schertz [7] obtained congruences similar to, but different 
from, those of the present paper. 
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